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The US. Naval Ohmamy (USNO) Time %vice (TS) uses the AOA TWT-100 AtIantis 
Modem J&r its most important Taw-Way SateEte Time Transfer (TWSTlJ appkcations. 
A method was deyised to measwe &lay changes due to hardware failures in an 
OpWiZhUl nmniming sysmn. The VSAT on the Roof (VSR) of bKilding 78 is a 1.8-meter 
dish using a SKYDATA RF unit and is Ksed as the primary opreational earth station for 
TKSTTwitb the USNO Ahmute Master Cbck ( M C )  hated ut Falcon AlB, Colorado 
and* other s&tim. The Mob& Earth SUtion (MB) mointors the VSR petfimnance by 
muking sh: experimentSper dzy. A second 1.8-meter VSat on the other roof (VSO) is also 
used us a monimkg qsm. As long as the hardware remains in n m l  operating 
qe@cations, a constant time dafikzce should r e d .  The ME, VSR, and VSO are ci~ 
located with a common-chck rqhkmce, Mastet. C k k  2 pa). Temperatwe measwements 
were taken a&g a homuple-based tmpwature measuring system. The themocouple 
probes used to monitor the temp~atwes of each modem are hated on top of the anahg 
section. l l i s  paper presents the muh of the estimtion of time delay change with 
temp- &@mce between the modem in MES and a modem in the USNO TS earth 
stcZtion control mom. 

m O D U C T I O N  

A system of three Ku-band TWSTT stations has been developed to provide a routine operational 
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monitoring system looking for delay changes from hardware failure, The three TWSTT stations are 
known as the mobile eartfi station (MES), the VSat on the Roof (VSR) and the VSat on the Other roof 
(VSO). TWSTT experiments are taken routinely using a common-clock as reference, MC2. This 
allows for monitoring the stability of the time difference between the TWSTT. If the systems are 
performing wel1,the timeseries of the measured time differences will remain at a constant value. 
However, if a hardware component fails, the measured time delay typically changes quiet noticeably. 
With a three antenna system enough information is obtained to allow isolation of which individual 
TWSTT system has the failed campon& The main goal of our TWSTT is to provide the most stable 
TWSlT reference to our remote users; see Figure 1 for a simple diagram of the system. 

During normal d o n s  the stability of the 
common-clock experiments are at the 300 
picosecond level RMS. As a secondary 
effort, we decided it would be simple to 
install temperature probes on the modern to 
evaluate the time difference changes 
between MES and VSR We installed 
temperature probes in the ceiling of the 
h4ES and the earth station control room 
(ESCR), as well as placing temperature 
pbes on top of the analog section of each 
modem. This was done in order to try to 
gather data to allow evaluation of any 
temperature effects of the modems with 
time difference. 

Figure 1 

TE@MPERATURE OF MODEMS AND TJME DELAY CHANGES 

Not surprkhgly there was a correlation With 
outside temperature and the van 
environment. The temperature as measured 
at the h4ES modem shows a diurnal 
variation locked to the outside temperature, 
but much reduced in amplitude. The ESCR 
shows little direct relationship to outside 
tempemiure. The data for temperature with 
respect to time difference are quite varied in 
the ESCR case! The behavior is very 
complex,depending on season, state of air 
conditioners and heating systems, whether 
rac4c doors were left open; etc., see Figure 2. 

In order to have a small chance of making 

Modem Temperatures and Time Differences 
Common-Clock Exaeriments 

I MJD 

Figure 2 

some sense of these data,we decided to select one week's worth of data (MJD 50696 to 50703) to 
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analyz in detail. Figure 2 shows the time difference VSR-MES (nanoseconds) and the temperature 
as measured on top of the analog section of the MES and VSR modems. A diurnal temperature 
variation in phase with outside temperature is evidencespecially in the MES temperatures. The earth 
station control room modem temperatures are a bit more confusing. For the first two days the 
temperature measured at the modem in the ESCR are out of phase from those measured at the MES 
modem, then for a while they seem to be in phase, and later seem not related at all. It is elm, 
therefore, that my tmnsfer function is very complex and variable with time, Since the time dif€erence 
is measured as VSR-MES,it was decided that the appropriate thing to do was to compare the 
VSR(mdem)-MES(modem) tempatwe difference with modem-induced delays in the time differences. 

Figure 3 shows the time delays (275 ps RMS) 
with temperature difference between the two 
modems. A peak-tepeak variation of 6 
degrees Celsius is evident between the two 
modems. Some evidence for short-term time 
difference s&udm COITelated with temperature 
difference is visible. There seems to be only 
an extremely weak long-term relationship. 

A linear least-squares fit to the temperature 
dif€erenm with time difference for the 
combination VSR-MES indicates a weak 
relationship of 85 picoseconds per degree 
Celsius; see Figure 4. 

CONCLUSIONS 

To minimize delay variations that will affect 
accuracy it is always important to consider the 
design of the complete system. Increasing the 
thermal stability of the systems through 
insulation, environmental control, etc. are easy 
to perform and will improve the stability. VSO 
can m e  as a hot backup in case of failure of 
a critical component in the primary VSR 
system. A method of monitoring for long-term 
seasonal systematics would be a worthy, but 
difficult project, for future efforts. 

Temperature Differences Between Modems 
and Modem Delay Differences 

Common-Clock Experiments 
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Delay Change with Temperature 
Difference W e e n  Modems 
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Thanks to to P. Wheeler, A. McKinley, J. Be& and G. Luther for their yeoman work on TWSlT, 
and N. Jardine of USNO Time Service for her graphical layout of Figure 1. 
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